
NOTES:  December 2018 At the Buffalo Gap PIE Auction and Bid pickup. 
 
Last night went well, except we really could have used a microphone!   
 
As far as numbers, the Buffalo Gap was absolutely packed.  It was mostly PACRAT 
team captains and racers, not as many non-racers.  I would say about 60 people, but 
someone may have a better guess.  I can tell you there were 19 desserts donated to 
auction off.  The highest price was $60 for Virginia Collison's homemade coconut cream 
pie (I think it was the one with ganache), and the lowest price was $20.  People really 
stepped up to support a good cause - except for that guy in the plaid shirt who Andy 
kept calling out for talking. 
 
My regret is that no one remembered to take pictures for posting on social media! 
Linda McGaviin 
 
I do agree that it was a fantastic event! Thank you for the kudos, I'm glad to be of 
service. 
 
I'm very thankful that Troy and the Buffalo Gap is so supportive of the local ski 
community. Good venues are becoming hard to find. 
 
Andy 
 
On Thursday, December 6, 2018, 11:58:48 AM PST, Jeanne Reinhardt <reinhardtje1011@comcast.net> 
wrote: 
 
 

GREAT meeting last night!  It was lots of fun and we had a super turnout.  We had lots of 

wonderful pies, cookies, and items to auction.   Barbara Bousum's  Lemon cello went for 

$50!!  (thank you Barbara) Sue, you did an great job running the meeting.  Peter, Andy and 

the PACRATS- awesome group!   Andy, our auctioneer, was the star of the SHOW, in my 

opinion.    Good job to all!!!   We took in $675 with the auction and we are now hoping to 

double most of that with our anonymous MATCH donor.   Only one BIG downfall......  Did 

anyone take pictures for Becki?   Hope I am wrong.   
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